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Abstract: The aim of our study was to compare healing
rates of four treatment modalities for chronic wound
healing. A measure of wound healing rate was defined as
an advance of wound margin towards wound centre. It was
found that the wound healing rate could accurately be
predicted after at least four weel<s of wound area followup. Analysis of the data collected up to now strongly

supports our former findings

that biphasic

curuent

stimulation contributes to faster healing of chronic wounds.
We noticed slightly slower healing of wounds treated with
direct current than wounds treated with biphasic current,

but both electrical treatment modalities are much more
effective than conventional or sham treatment. Results
show that the type of treatment is an important prognostic

factor of the wound healing rate.
INTRODUCTION

During more than a decade lasting clinical use of
electrical stimulation at the Institute of Republic of
Slovenia for Rehabilitation in Ljubljana, data concerning
patients, wounds, and their treatment were collected and
recorded in a computer database. Up to now, 266 patients
with 390 chronic wounds participated in the controlled
study of positive effects of electrical stimulation []. Since
first studies 12] showed positive effects of electrical

stimulation,

it

has been

in

regular use at the above-

mentioned institute. In this period more than two hundred
fifty chronic wounds of different aetiologies were treated
according to biphasic current stimulation. Presently, the
quantity of available data permits employment of statistical
tools for analyses of the effects of different therapeutic

modalities, as well as prediction of the time to healing.
Reasons for prediction of the time to healing are financially
and time limited clinical trials and to help clinicians in
making decisions whether to change the treatment or not.
Wound case inclusion criteria (initial wound area larger
than I cm2 and at least four weeks followed wound healing
process) were fulfilled in 300 wound cases (214 patients).
Wounds were randomly assigned into four treatment groups
and were daily treated till complete wound closure. If the
wound did not completely heal in the observation period,
the patient continued his treatment at home, but follow-ups
were discontinued. The observation period was n 174 cases
as long as the time to healing and shorter in the rest 126
cases. In these cases the time to healing was predicted from
wound area meuuurements obtained in the observation period.

The 54 (18.0%) wounds assigned to control group
received standard conservative (CO) treatment. In addition
to the conservative treatment, 23 (7.7%) wounds received
sham (SH) treatment, where electrodes were applied to the

intact skin on both sides of the wound for two hours daily
and connected to stimulators, in which, however, the power
source was disconnected. Two different modes of electrical
stimulation were used: direct current (DC) and biphasic
current (AC). The 42 (14.0%) wounds stimulated with DC
were treated for half an hour, an hour or two hours daily.
Positive stimulatiou electrode overlaid the wound surface
and negative electrode was attached to the intact skin
around the wound or both electrodes were placed on the
healthy skin at the wound edge across the wound, one of

them being positive and the other negative. We have
combined different electrode placements in DC group in
spite of the difference in effectiveness of DC electric
stimulation. We did this for two reasons: in literature both
electrode placements were shown to accelerate chronic
wound healing; and in this way we kept otherwise small
DC group of wounds at the size that allowed statistical
analysis. The l8l (60.3%) wounds were treated with
biphasic current pulses for half an hour, an hour or two
hours daily with electrodes placed on both sides of the
wound.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the chronic wound database, patient, wound and
treatment data were collected. Most of data were recorded
only at the inclusion of patient in our study; however
wound extent was weekly followed during the observation
period or until complete wound closure. Because wound
shape can be approximated with an ellipse, it is enough to
periodically follow mutually perpendicular diameters (the
largest wound diameter and diameter perpendicular to it) of
the wound, which are the easiest and the quickest
measurements that can be performed at bedside. From
measured diameters: wound area, perimeter and width to
length ratio can be calculated. We determined that
dynamics of wound area changing over time has a delayed

exponential behaviour [3]. Delayed exponential equation is
thus the structure of a mathematical model of the wound
healing process and by fitting this model to the particular
chronic wound case, parameters of this model are obtained.
We need at least four weakly measurements of wound area
before parameters of mathematical model can be obtained.
From the parameters of the mathematical model the time to
healing can be calculated. Since exponential function
reaches its asymptote at an infinite time, we defined the
wound to be healed when its estimated area was smaller
than five percent of the initial value and smaller than I cm2
at the same time. To estimate the time to healing even
earlier, we needed a model with less parameters. Since half

of the wounds had a delay of wound healing
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initiation less than a half of a week, we used two-parameter
exponential model. To evaluate parameters of this model
we performed linear regression to logged measurements of

wound area. We estimated the time

to

healing and

calculated the wound healing rate as above, only delay of
the wound healing process initiation was set to zero.
Since the time to healing is strongly correlated to initial
wound extent, we defined a measure of the wound healing

rate (@), which is not correlated

to it. It is called

treated wounds healed significantly faster than CO or SH
treated wounds. No significant difference was found in the
healing rates between wounds treated with DC and wounds
treated with AC. Difference in the healing rates between
DC and CO or SH treatment was considerable, in favour of

DC, although was not significant. CO and SH
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where So is initial wound &tal, ps is initial perimeter and T
is the time to healing. We decided rather to predict the
wound healing rate than the time to healing, because the
wound healing rate is easier to handle in cases when wound
is not healing. In such cases the time to healing is infurite
and the wound healing rate zero or negative. Negative
value of the wound healing rate is the estimate of wound
growth velocity towards its double initial area. From the
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wound healing rate the time to healing can easily be
calculated. Distribution of the wound healing rate was not
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normal and could not be fiansformed to normal distibution;
therefore non-parametric statistical analysis was employed.

Figure 1: The percentage of healed wounds against time

RESULTS

CONCLUSION

Estimated wound healing rates were compared (Wilcox
on rank sum test) to actual ones in 174 wound cases that
healed within the observation period. If the wound healing
rate was estimated from wound area follow-up data in the
first three or less weeks, difference between estimated and

In clinical practice the wound healing rate or the time to
healing should be estimated as soon as possible to select
proper treatment and thus to improve patient care and
reduce the cost. The dynamics of wound healing can be
accurately predicted after at least four weeks of wound

actual time to healing was found to be significant
(p<0.028). We found that the estimated wound healing rate
from wound area measurements performed in at least four
weeks of wound follow-up did not differ significantly from
actual ones (p>0.199). Based on known structure of the
mathematical model of wound healing, the wound healing
rate can be accurately predicted after at least four weeks of
follow-up. The time to healing was thus estimated for the
rest 126 wound cases, which did not heal-up within the
observation period.

l:

Comparing wound healing rates of four different
treatment modalities employed in the study.

Table

AC
DC

co
SH

AC

DC

1.000
0.365
0.031
0.008

1.000
0.085
0.056

CO

direct current and conservative or sham treatment was
considerable, in favour of direct current, although was not
significant. Electrically stimulated wounds also healed at

greater percentage than conservative or sham treated
wounds. Today stimulation with biphasic current pulses is
Rehabilitation.

1.000
0.607
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